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The fastest way to accelerate your buying cycle is to lead with business 

business value of a new service management solution, based on reasoning 
that resonates with those you need to convince. By taking this approach, you 
are now acting as a trusted advisor, helping the business to better understand 
how IT contributes to growth. The series will show you how to:

Justify how the solution brings value to the business

Save time developing a business case with a best-practice approach

Reduce effort to identify which metrics are most pertinent

Build consensus internally with targeted messaging and talking points

Expedite the change-making process in your organization

You know you need to improve the way your service desk operates, but 
buying technology is hard…not just making the technical decisions but-at 
least as often-the effort required to gain agreement and secure a budget. It 
also takes time. A 2018 Gartner survey found that 78 percent of respondents 
say their latest technology purchase took longer than expected-and involved 
an average of 12 to 14 people, even for purchases of less than $1 million.

You can start at the beginning and work your way through or jump to any 
of the eBooks. They will help you scope the problems you want to solve, 
identify the capabilities you need, compare vendor offerings (including the 

Your business case will be compelling and convey a sense of urgency as you 
gain the widespread support you seek.

Executive Summary

Lead with Business Outcomes

Accelerate Your Buying Decision
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Imagine the impact if you said,  

“I can save our company

in the next three years for a 

and it’ll break even in just seven months.”

investment -

R28.5M
R4M

Benchmark
Your Service
Management

Make Sense
of Your
Options

Champion series eBooks

Establish the
Business

Impact

Gain
Widespread

Support 

outcomes. This series of four eBooks will help you define and articulate the

Improve confidence in your solution decision

This approach will transform your buying process from agonizing to efficient.

status quo), connect to corporate initiatives, and build financial justification.

https://pinkelephant.co.za/benchmark-your-service-management-practice/?utm_source=eBook%204%20-%20Gain%20Widespread%20Support%20and%20Executive%20Buy-In&utm_medium=eBook%204%20CTA%20to%20Download%20eBook%201%20-%20Benchmark%20your%20Service%20Management%20Practice&utm_campaign=Be%20a%20Service%20Management%20Champion&utm_content=Benchmark%20your%20Service%20Management%20Practice
https://pinkelephant.co.za/make-sense-of-your-itsm-options/?utm_source=eBook%204%20-%20Gain%20Widespread%20Support%20and%20Executive%20Buy-In&utm_medium=eBook%204%20CTA%20to%20Download%20eBook%202%20-%20Make%20Sense%20of%20your%20ITSM%20Options&utm_campaign=Be%20a%20Service%20Management%20Champion&utm_content=Make%20Sense%20of%20your%20ITSM%20Options
https://pinkelephant.co.za/establish-the-business-impact-of-the-right-itsm/?utm_source=eBook%204%20-%20Gain%20Widespread%20Support%20and%20Executive%20Buy-In&utm_medium=eBook%204%20CTA%20to%20Download%20eBook%203%20-%20Establish%20the%20Business%20Impact%20of%20the%20Right%20ITSM&utm_campaign=Be%20a%20Service%20Management%20Champion&utm_content=Establish%20the%20Business%20Impact%20of%20the%20Right%20ITSM


It’s important to set yourself up for success before you meet with stakeholders. 
You will want to create a compelling and succinct business case presentation 
and build out a project schedule that includes projected milestones for the 
phases of implementation and roll out. 

Develop a high-level vision for your project to ensure all stakeholders coalesce 

likelihood of gaining agreement for your service management initiative. 

Throughout the Champion eBook series, we’ve provided best practices to 
help you identify and gather key business points to tie into your proposed 
solution. Before you begin the approval process, create a concise business case 
presentation that conveys the value of your project. Share this document in 
advance of stakeholder conversations and attach it to follow-up communications.

Include why the project is being proposed and the problem or 
opportunity it addresses. Tie your company’s strategic initiatives to the 
outcomes of your service management project.

On the second page, explain the unique value your proposed vendor 

standardized set of capabilities. An overview of the implementation 

Prove You Have a Plan

Pull Your Case Together

Business Case for New Service Management Solution
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brings, along with an assessment of the chosen vendor against a finite,

plan also fits on this page.

On the first page, overview key project details, providing a quantitative
view of the project’s costs, primary benefits, and financial justification.

Project appr oval
• Date
• Key actions

Implementation
• Date
• Key actions

Go-live
• Date
• Key actions

Next r oll-ou t
• Date
• Key actions

Accquisitio n
• Date
• Key actions

Te sting & Validation
• Date
• Key actions

Po st-mor tem & outcome s
• Date
• Key actions

Existing solution runs in par alle l
• Date
• Key actions

Decommissio n
• Date
• Key actions

Contract Expir es
• Date
• Key actions

Project approval Implementation Go-live Next roll-outAccquisition Testing & validation Post-mortem

Existing solution Decommission

Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions

runs in parallel

Project approval
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Contract expires
Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions



you’ve thought through all the implementation and roll-out details. Build 
a timeline, like the one shown below, which includes the major steps with 
proposed completion dates for each. Include details such as pilot date; 
design workshops; short-term readiness steps such as training, initial 

implementation. You will also want to show how you plan to manage the 
transition from your current solution.

Build a Project Schedule 
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Project approval Implementation Go-live Next roll-outAccquisition Testing & validation Post-mortem

Existing solution Decommission

Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions

runs in parallel

Project approval
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Contract expires
Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Stakeholders will have confidence in your proposal if you show them that

install, and configuration; go-live date; and long-term planning for post



Most companies have a collaborative decision-making approach designed 

team to determine who needs to approve your proposal. These players are 
often involved with IT software decisions:

CIO or VP of IT

CFO / Finance team

Director of IT / Manager

Enterprise Architect or CTO

Application Developer

Service Desk Administrator or Support Engineer

Facilities Director

HR Leader

Structure the Approval Process

Bringing many perspectives to the table can enrich stakeholder discussions but 
also slow down, or even stall, the approval process. You’ll need to create, and often 

Some stakeholders may occasionally drop in to check on progress and share their 
perspectives, so they will need help to come up to speed on decisions already 
made. And not everyone will be at the same decision stage at the same time. 

Submission. Understand ahead of time who handles the formal approval  
request and what the process is.

Assign approvers and permission levels. Detail who must approve various 

Set due dates. Set deadlines to keep the process moving forward. 

Record and track. Record each step of the approval process to keep 
approvals organized, on track, and transparent.

Communicate Progress

Your company's personnel may be distributed geographically or work remotely, 
so communicating the decision-making process is imperative. Keep stakeholders 
informed and nudge them along when needed. Develop an effective way to 
document and track approval stages for each stakeholder and for the group as 
a whole. Document stakeholder conversation outcomes, concerns raised, action 
plans to address issues, follow up conversations, and what level of approval you’ve 
achieved. As you secure support from each person, share it with other stakeholders. 
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to garner and benefit from different perspectives. Consult your management

Security (CISO) Officer

Define Stages and Gates

re-create, alignment at each stage—from exploration to evaluation to final decision.

focus conversations on what each individual needs to do or decide:
Use a review process with clear stages and gates to define procedures so you can

aspects of your request and define permission levels for each.



To expedite the approval process, you need to plan how you’ll lead 
conversations with each stakeholder. They all have different points of 
view, so it’s important to plan ahead to have meaningful and successful 
conversations with each of them. 

To gain stakeholder trust and approval for your project, it’s crucial that you 

selected will support their needs, as well as the needs of the business as a 
whole. It’s also important to think ahead about what your “ask” will be at the 
close each conversation.

Plan ahead by creating a conversation planner for each stakeholder, using a 
format like the one below. Refer to the sample conversation planners later in 
this eBook to help you prep for each different conversation.

Prep for Stakeholder Conversations

Drive the Discussion

Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible asks

During stakeholder meetings, determine each stakeholder’s biggest 

to ask a lot of open-ended questions like, “Tell me more,” or “Explain 
that process,” or “Describe a time when…” until you uncover a business 
problem that your service management solution can solve. Here’s an 
example of how that discovery can play out.

Investigate Business Concerns

Service Desk Lead: Our biggest pain point is the time staff spends 
on repetitive manual tasks, like password resets. 

This may be a big issue, but it's about IT pain. If you were to stop 
here, you would not get to a business problem that your initiative 
could help solve. Keep digging!

You: What is the impact of continuing with the current process?

Service Desk Lead: IT staff doesn’t have the time to innovate.

You: What is the impact of not innovating?

If your company can’t innovate, it can’t grow or gain market share. 
Now you have a clear connection between the stated IT problem 
and its business impact.
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concern and find the business problem that is at its core. You’ll need

understand their specific problems and can show how the solution you’ve



innovate.” Here are other typical outcomes sought by different types of stakeholders.

Identify Desired Outcomes 

Stakeholder Outcomes they expect

CIO or VP of IT

Enterprise Architect or CTO

Director of IT / Manager

Service Desk Administrator 
or Support Engineer

Application Developer

HR Leader

Security (CISO) Officer

Facilities Director

CFO / Finance team

Helps us innovate; IT drives business results

Provides technology to be able to innovate faster; tie business metrics to our work

Gives time back to team to innovate; IT drives business results

Faster resolution to employees and customers; build/upgrade applications faster

Achieve faster application delivery; tie business metrics to our work

High employee productivity and satisfaction

Optimized operations to meet growing demand with scarce resources

Reduce exposure to cybersecurity and outages; meet incident deadlines

Reduce IT spend; able to produce compliance reports on time

Once you uncover the stakeholder’s business concern, connect it to a desired business outcome. In the previous example, the identified outcome was “time to
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Everyone involved in the decision will have unique concerns; several may 
express reservations about whether your stated outcomes will improve 
their area of the business. Any stakeholder can identify something—
perceived or real—that prevents them from providing approval.

Handle Objections

Objection Solution

It costs too much

It won't work

It won't work for me

I can wait

It's too difficult

It will take too long to implement

It's not a priority

Show the value. If your solution can save $10 million a year and only costs $1M, you have a 
great return on investment (ROI).

Share referrals from customers who have similar situations and needs—this time with more 

Create a sense of urgency by quantifying the cost of doing nothing.

Focus your efforts on sharing what you know about this stakeholder’s function, discuss how this 
investment can help them, and share the roll-out plan.

Detail the go-live plan with a focus on quick wins, major milestones, and long-term roll out.

Demonstrate how this project is attached to a strategic initiative. Also discuss the need to come to a 
decision by a certain date so that the business outcomes can be realized in the timeframe needed. 

Understanding these doubts can help you convey how a new service 
management solution will help them and can generate more support for your 
initiative. Below are some standard objections, along with recommendations 
to overcome them.
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Show them how other, similar companies are benefiting from the solution.

specifics about a functional area.



Congratulations! Your efforts have paid off. You’ve established the need for a 
new solution and you have gained formal approval from the decision-makers. 
Now there are just a few more steps to take to ensure that your new service 
management solution progresses smoothly through procurement and is well 
accepted once deployed.

When You Get a “Yes” 

While every organization differs, the typical “paper” process to create a request 
for the purchase proceeds as follows:

Purchase requisition. The requester (you) sends a request for 
procurement to the purchasing department.

Review of request.
request, and if approved, it becomes a PO.

Budget approval. Procurement forwards the PO to the accounting 
department to secure budget approval.

Contract. The PO is sent to your chosen vendor to accept; upon their 
formal agreement, you have a legally binding contract.

Delivery of goods. Your vendor delivers the software in the time frame 
agreed upon, and your organization ensures that the PO and packaging 
slips align.

Invoice approval. When all goods are delivered and matched, the 
invoice is approved and sent to the accounting department to pay, 
based on the agreed terms in the contract. 

Understand the Purchasing Process
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The procurement and/or finance team reviews the



When it comes to change, fear, uncertainty, and doubt can bubble up from 
many directions. Get ahead of the curve by designing a communications 

Begin communicating well ahead of your go-live date and be sure to keep 
the content simple enough for non-technical employees to understand. You 
may want to create a short video (two minutes or less) and an infographic to 
support your communications. Leverage the communication templates at 
the end of this eBook to create your own announcements.

Generate Anticipation

4 weeks before. Help everyone understand why you need change by 
acknowledging end-user pain points. Introduce the new solution, with a clear 
explanation of how it will improve everyone’s daily work experiences. Include 
a timeline for availability.

1 week before. Announce the date the new solution will be launched and 
reiterate how the new technology will improve their work. Include links to the 
short video and infographic.

Day of go-live. Let everyone know that the new tools are now available and 
provide simple instructions on how to get started. Include screenshots or a 
short how-to video.

1 week after. Encourage users to engage with the new platform. Seek 
feedback about how it’s working with a simple survey.

1 to 3 months after. Share stories and metrics to showcase and demonstrate 
the value created.

1 week prior

Announce 
launch date

1-3 months after

Share 
successes

1 week after

Seek 
feedback

Go-Live!

Help them 
get started

4 weeks prior

Introduce 
change
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Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible requests

Drive digital transformation initiatives that result in innovations that deliver 
business value

Facilitate business growth and scale with positive ROI

Improve employee and customer experiences through technology, resulting in 
higher performance and better engagement

Derive insights and predictability from reporting and analysis

Tie back IT value-add or KPIs to digital transformation and business 
performance

Scarce resources 

What other information do you need about how ITSM and ESM can help us 
deliver business value?

Do I have your buy-in for this technology upgrade?

What are some of the key initiatives or projects that you’re driving to increase 
the strategic value of IT? 

How do you manage increasing scale and business demands with scarce 
resources?

list? How do you measure success?

Describe the last time you had a serious outage and how other parts of the 
business were impacted.

What kind of reports will give you the insights you need?

The automation built into this service management solution will free up 
resources for higher-value innovations and programs that drive business 
value and growth.

A new ITSM solution will improve service, reduce IT spend, increase asset 
utilization, and decrease downtime.

customer experiences and better support employees-whether working 
on site or remotely-with consolidated self-serve portals that offer cross-
enterprise services via on-demand, omni-channel access. 

This solution provides a comprehensive analytics layer for real-time KPIs, 
so you can generate actionable insights and more persuasive executive 
reporting.

Sample Conversation Planners

CIO or VP of IT
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Where does improving employee and customer experiences fit in your priority

ESM capabilities are built into the solution, so we can significantly improve



Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible requests

A digital strategy and the services, skills, and competencies to deliver new 
solutions that support business objectives

A robust portfolio of products and services 

Faster time to market for new digital initiatives

Contribute to revenue and account for technical debt

Resources to achieve existing and new initiatives

Ability to respond quickly to changes

Flat budgets and project overspend

Showing the business value of the enterprise architecture to non-IT 
stakeholders

Adding new software into current digital strategy 

Do you think this service management solution can free up time for digital 
innovation to support better business results?

Do you need more information on how low-code service management can 
help achieve faster application delivery time?

Will these analytics and reports help you align your work to business 
initiatives?

Do I have your buy-in for this technology upgrade?

What experiences do you have with low-code platforms that help bring 
products and services to market faster, with less spend?

How much time does your team spend learning new technologies?

Do you have adequate analytic tools to align enterprise architecture outcomes
with business initiatives?

automation, integration with security lifecycles down to the CI level, and 
robust risk assessment and prevention protocols.

With more advanced ITSM capabilities, we can improve customer and 
employee experiences (including remote workers) with self-service portals.

Employee provisioning services from HR, IT, security, and facilities can be 
integrated in a single database that triggers faster service, removes silos, 
improves ROI, and offers employees self-service, omni-channel access.

The solution’s low-code architecture helps us build new applications or 
extensions rapidly, while metadata layers ensure that platforms can be 
upgraded without interruption. Drag-and-drop capabilities encourage 
reusable technology and foster a collaborative developer community for 
faster time to market.

This service management solution includes a robust analytics layer for 
on-demand, actionable business insights and persuasive executive-level 
reporting. 

Enterprise Architect (EA) or CTO
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Greater team proficiency in emerging technology

How much time does your team spend on inefficient processes?

This new ITSM solution can optimize IT operations with end-to-end workflow



Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible requests

Keeping pace with the latest technology and updates

IT staff job satisfaction and retention

Data security and risk prevention

Measuring and showing the value to the business

IT staff workload and morale

Do you need more information about how ITSM and ESM can help us 
deliver business value?

What data analysis can we develop to show you how ITSM automation can 
give valuable time back to IT?

Do I have your buy-in for this technology upgrade?

Describe the most manual IT service desk processes. Quantify the time and 
resources involved.

What’s your average call resolution time, and how does that rate affect 
customer and employee satisfaction?

How do you prepare for software vendor audits, and how much effort do 
they take?

What innovations would you initiate if you could re-deploy 30 to 50 percent 
of service desk resources?

Describe the different portals and applications customers and employees 
use to access services from IT, security, HR, and facilities?

How do you report IT performance to the business, and how do you gather 
data to meet those requests? 

This new ITSM solution will improve services, reduce IT spend, increase asset 
utilization, and minimize the impact of downtime. 

up IT staff for higher-value projects that drive better business results and 
improve IT staff morale.

We can improve employee and customer experiences with self-serve portals 
that accelerate resolution times, lower employee frustration, and support a 
remote workforce.

ESM capabilities enable us to extend ITSM best practices to other internal 
service providers to optimize security, HR, and facilities operations without 
replacing solutions they already use. This sets us up for future programs to 
rationalize spend and improve service delivery to the enterprise as whole.

This new ITSM solution includes an analytics layer that generates on-demand 
business and operational analytics, audit data, and accurate reporting.

Director of IT / Manager
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Meeting increased demand with flat budget

Service desk efficiency and operations that cut costs, time, and resources

Process and workflow automation and drag-and-drop form creation free



Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible requests

Decrease time to resolve an incident, request, or problem

Spend less time and resources to update processes, deliver new services, and 
upgrade platforms

Meet security and compliance audits

Eliminate mundane, repetitive processes 

Impact to existing workload to roll-out

Stability and reliability of new solution

Resources to do upgrades, create reports, and conduct and reply to audits 

Ability to measure outcomes and show value to management

Have I adequately articulated how a new service management solution can 
bring faster resolution to employees and customers?

What other information do you need to better understand how this solution 
can help you perform updates more easily?

Do I have your buy-in for this technology upgrade?

What did you think of the vendor demo? How does it compare to our current 
solution?

How much time do you spend on change management activities like form 

platform, and portal updates?

What is our average time to resolution? How does that time affect customer 
and employee satisfaction?

gather data to meet those requests?

Describe your protocol around security compliance and audits and how long it 
takes you to complete these tasks. 

This new service management solution can automate more processes and 
provide self-service capabilities, thus reducing the time and frustration 
involved in resolving requests and problems.

With this service management solution, you can create and modify forms in 
just a few minutes. The analytics layer provides audit data and customizable 
dashboards and reports.

tackle more complex IT functions; drag-and-drop capabilities let you re-use 
forms.

With the low-code capabilities of this ESM solution, you can build entirely 
new extensions or applications rapidly, while metadata layers ensure that 
platforms can be upgraded rapidly.

Service Desk Administrator or Support Engineer
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The intuitive workflows built into this solution make it possible for staff to

How do you report IT performance to the business; where is it difficult to

changes, modifying workflows, adding new services, upgrading the ITSM



Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible requests

Achieve faster application delivery time

Grow contributions to revenue

Beat competition to market

Making the project team productive

Tying metrics to the cadence of application launches and updates

Overspending on projects

Meeting unrealistic schedules

Have I adequately articulated how the low-code capabilities of this service 
management solution can help you achieve faster application delivery time?

Will the analytic tools and measurements help you more easily tie metrics to 
your work?

Do I have your buy-in for this technology upgrade?

How much time, on average, does it take to develop a new application?

How do you expect a low-code platform to accelerate your ability to bring 
a new application or service to market faster?

How could a low-code platform reduce the costs to create an application?

This service management solution is based on a low-code platform that 
can enable your team to automate simple and common actions, freeing 
up time for more complex programming. 

Low-code apps provide drag-and-drop capabilities so that we can add 
application components and build applications quickly, at a lower cost, to 

This service management solution provides built-in business and 
operational analytics, audit data, and customizable dashboards and 
reports.

Application Developer
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bring our products to market faster and more efficiently.



Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible requests

Recruit and retain top talent

High employee productivity and satisfaction

Integration with other departments that are connected to our initiatives

Inability to deliver HR services on-demand and in real-time 

Time to replace existing systems

Integrating existing HR information tools and systems

Do you need more information about how optimizing your existing HR 
solution can improve your team’s and our employee’s experience and 
satisfaction?

the HR tools you use now?

Do I have your buy-in for this technology upgrade?

What HR processes would you like to automate and how would you 
measure success?

How long does it take for IT to resolve HR-related requests and issues, 
and what’s the productivity impact for your team and for employees?

How are you moving your HR department forward, improving HR 

This solution leverages and extends IT service delivery tools to automate 

changes, and more.

With automation of time-consuming processes, operational costs are 
reduced, and your staff is better able to drive key strategic HR initiatives.

HR activities can be instantly integrated with employee provisioning from 
other teams like IT, facilities, and security to streamline service delivery.

on-demand self-service portal that offers modern, optimized services. It can 

service, and it provides one-stop shopping for cross-enterprise service 
delivery.

This ESM solution comes with reporting and analytics capabilities for deep 
insights into the relative importance that employees place on various 

what programs are most important to which segments of the workforce.

This ESM solution integrates with, instead of replacing, HR solutions already 
in use.

Human Resources (HR) Leader
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efficiency and boosting employee satisfaction?

What other data can I provide to show you how this ESM solution fits with

and simplify HR workflows for employee on-boarding, off-boarding, role

We can quickly and significantly improve employee experiences with an

filter requests by employee status, location, and role for more personalized

programs, identification of hot topics for which no content is available, and



Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible requests

Employee access to modern service delivery

Optimized operations to meet growing demand with scarce resources

Integration with other departments that are connected to our initiatives

Time to replace existing systems

Integration with existing facilities systems and apps

Do you need more information about how we can help automate operations 
and better track requests, assignments, budget, and projects?

What other information do you need about how to improve your team’s 
efforts and meet the demands of the business?

Do I have your buy-in for this technology upgrade?

How long does it take facilities to resolve requests and issues, and what’s the 
productivity impact to your team and employees?

What facilities processes would you like to automate and how would you 
measure success?

How do you plan to scale facilities to meet the growing needs of our business?

Describe how you are innovating in your area of the business.

This solution includes facilities service management tools to automate 

work orders, work assignments, maintenance tasks, and large projects.

The solution comes with robust facilities reporting and analytics tools to help 
you keep on top of project costs and operational performance.

This solution will improve employee experiences with an on-demand self-
service portal that offers modern, optimized services and provides one-stop 
shopping for cross-enterprise service delivery.

Facilities activities can be integrated with employee provisioning from other 
teams like IT, HR, and security to streamline service delivery.

This ESM solution integrates with, instead of replacing, facilities solutions 
already in use.

Facilities Director
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workflows for your everyday needs, like tracking and managing day-to-day



Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible requests

Data privacy and protection

Effective cybersecurity and avoiding costly failures 

Tracking and managing security events and incidents

Predicting risk

Meeting 72-hour incident reporting deadlines

Do you need more information about how tying IT events and incidents to 

Will the analytics and reports this solution provides help improve 
compliance activities? 

Do I have your buy-in for this technology upgrade?

How do you manage security events and incidents?

How do you prevent security risks?

How much time does your team spend on regulatory compliance?

How long does it take to generate a compliance report from IT? 

This new solution integrates real-time IT incident handling with security-
centric tools. As a result, security and IT teams can use the same data and 
integrated processes to better protect the digital environment.

The solution will help us better anticipate and mitigate risk with built-
in risk assessment automation that governs and manages Cl’s and 
supporting services. Built-in analytics capabilities calculate risks scores 

This new ITSM solution will enable our team to import regulatory 
documents from multiple sources and provide a simple management 
structure so all authority documents, citations, controls, and risks are 
tracked in a single system.

The solution allows you to create security events from multiple sources, 
including integrations with external security incident and event 
management solutions.
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What is the cost, year over year, of security breaches and regulatory fines?

Regulatory compliance and avoiding fines and penalties

security initiatives will benefit cybersecurity operations?

and potential impacts based on predefined security questions.

Security (CISO) Officer



Typical goals

Common concerns about new projects

Conversation starters

Key talking points

Possible requests

ROI and tying business outcomes to the investment 

Manage the company’s assets prudently

Eliminate wasteful spending

Budgeting for all businesses needs 

Finding good data in a timely manner

Do you need more information about how this solution can reduce IT spend 
while increasing user productivity?

Can I provide any additional data about how proactively managing IT 
incidents with security management can reduce exposure to security breach 

Do I have your buy-in for this technology upgrade?

Is our company achieving the expected ROI, TCO, or payback period on its 
IT investments?

What is the cost, year over year, of IT outages, security breaches, and 

How do you measure asset utilization and prepare for audits?

The automation capabilities of this new ITSM solution will drive 

business enabler.

With ESM, we can take ITSM best practices to other internal service 
providers like HR, security, and facilities to optimize their services. 
ROI will be improved by consolidating on a single enterprise service 
management solution.

This new ITSM solution can help identify software license shortfalls, 
reduce audit risks, reconcile purchasing data with inventory, and 
eliminate wasteful spending. 

Integrating IT and security operations minimizes the cost of security 
breaches and outages, reduces data risks, and improves regulatory 
compliance.

This new ITSM solution provides intelligent analytics for on-demand, 
actionable business and operational insights and executive-level 
reporting. 

CFO and Finance Team
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Minimize the cost of outages, breaches, and regulatory fines

Compliance with financial regulations

regularly fines?

efficiencies, reduce IT spend, and evolve IT from a cost center to a

costs, compliance fines, and outages?



Communication Templates

communications designed to generate anticipation and excitement about your new tools. 
Refer to the timeline below for the communications cycle, spanning from one month before 
launch to one to three months after launch.

1: One month prior to launch 

1 week prior

Announce 
launch date

1-3 months 

Share 
successes

1 week after

Seek 
feedback

Go-Live!

Help them 
get started

4 weeks 

Introduce 
change
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You can customize the following five emails to create a series of company-wide



2: One week prior to launch 3: Launch Day
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4: One week after launch 5: One to three months after launch
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Business Case Template
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Business Case Template
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Project approval Implementation Go-live Next roll-outAccquisition Testing & validation Post-mortem

Existing solution Decommission

Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions

runs in parallel

Project approval
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Contract expires
Date
Key actions
Date
Key actions

Project appr oval
• Date
• Key actions

Implementation
• Date
• Key actions

Go-live
• Date
• Key actions

Next r oll-ou t
• Date
• Key actions

Accquisitio n
• Date
• Key actions

Te sting & Validation
• Date
• Key actions

Po st-mor tem & outcome s
• Date
• Key actions

Existing solution runs in par alle l
• Date
• Key actions

Decommissio n
• Date
• Key actions

Contract Expir es
• Date
• Key actions
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If your organization is looking to lay the foundation for an 
innovative future, deliver superior employee and customer 
experiences, and streamline operations, Cherwell can help. 

Our service management solution enables you to 
configure sophisticated workflows - including 
cross-functional workflows - without complex coding 
skills. It’s easy to build on to the platform; you can add 
your own applications or choose from a wide selection
of applications from our partners and customers. Our 
offerings include ITSM and ESM solutions, both based
on a low-code development platform.

We know that you have a choice among many service management solutions. At Cherwell, we have 
something different to offer - and our customers have experienced this difference firshand.
Discover how our solutions can help your organization, too. 

Pink Elephant are known as the trusted global leaders and authority in IT Service Management With more than 30 years
in the ITSM space, we assist businesses to better manage and run their IT Services using best practice.
Find out more about Pink Elephant and it’s Cherwell product offering at pinkelephant.co.za/cherwell

: https://pinkelephant.co.za/gartner-magic-quadrant/?utm_source=eBook%204%20-%20Gain%20Widespread%20Support%20and%20Executive%20Buy-In&utm_medium=eBook%204%20CTA%20to%20Download%20the%20Gartner%20Magic%20Quadrant&utm_campaign=Be%20a%20Service%20Management%20Champion&utm_content=The%20Gartner%20Magic%20Quadrant
https://pinkelephant.co.za/evaluate-top-vendors-in-forresters-enterprise-service-management-wave/?utm_source=eBook%204%20-%20Gain%20Widespread%20Support%20and%20Executive%20Buy-In&utm_medium=eBook%204%20CTA%20to%20Download%20Forresters%20Enterprise%20Service%20Management%20Wave&utm_campaign=Be%20a%20Service%20Management%20Champion&utm_content=Forresters%20Enterprise%20Service%20Management%20Wave
https://pinkelephant.co.za/cherwell/?utm_source=eBook%204%20-%20Gain%20Widespread%20Support%20and%20Executive%20Buy-In&utm_medium=eBook%204%20CTA%20to%20Cherwell%20Offering&utm_campaign=Be%20a%20Service%20Management%20Champion&utm_content=Cherwell%20Product%20Offering
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pink-elephant-south-africa/
https://www.infotech.com/research/ss/vendor-landscape-enterprise-service-desk-software



